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UP ENGLISH - 2016-17.
Class 5

UNIT I- THE MIRROR
Number of periods allotted: 25 , Expected Month. June.
Introduction .
This unit focuses on exploring the power of the imagination and fantasy in stories/folktales and poems.
'The Mirror' is an African folk tale of a fisherman and his wife who lived on an island. The story beautifully
narrates how they were amused when they got a piece of mirror.The story given for extended reading
named 'The Magic Mirror' stimulates the interest of the learners in the world of fantasy. In the
poem 'Mirror, Mirror' a girl asks a piece of mirror not to display mere material realities, but to display
facts / realities more than that: her courage, her knowledge etc.
The entry to the unit is a cartoon. The cartoon shows how people panicked and ran away when they watched
the first ever motion picture, 'Arrival of the Train', by Lumiere brothers. The spectators ran out of the hall in
terror because they thought that the train was heading towards them. They feared that it would
plunge off the screen and run towards them. Now cinema has become a part of our life. Similarly, any
instrument or gadget may have created some sort of confusion or anxiety at the time it was first
introduced. The fisherman and his wife also panicked and a quarrel began between them on
seeing a mirror for the first time in their life.
Ideas
/concepts/LOs
Read and

Process /process

TLM

Entry activity

Learning
Evidences

Appropriate
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appreciate the
folktale 'The
mirror

Sense of
imagination.

Interaction based on the cartoon given in page 7 /
Video clipping
-Children respond freely based on the cartoon
Video clipping
- They understand the response of people Cartoon
towards a new invention

student
interactions
Cartoon reading

What do you see in this cartoon?
Why are they running?
What are they afraid of?
Are they afraid of the train?
What could be the reason?
(Special attention should be given to low
proficient learners to provide them enough
opportunity to respond to the teacher.)

Read and
appreciate the
passage 'The
island'
The features of
a lonely island
which has no

Interacts for the questions asked by the teacher
- Teacher follows the micro processes of reading
-individual reading/ collaborative / loud reading
by teacher/ scaffold /loud reading by children.
-They mark the difficult words and words they
like most at the time of individual reading. Picture/ videos on the
Children share the conceived theme and clear life on the island
their doubts at the time of collaborative reading
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Silent reading
Collaborative
Reading
Scaffolded
Reading
Loud reading

connection with They respond to the while reading and scaffolding
the modern
questions
world.
What kind of life did the islanders lead?
Did they have schools / shops etc. on the
island?
What did they eat?
Read and
appreciate the
passage 'Father
comes alive'

The expression
that we show
when we gets a
new object for
the first time Warmth of
human
relationship.
• Read and

Children involves in classroom interactions
Teacher follows the micro process of reading
Ensures comprehension

Pictures
Mirror

Does the fisherman love his father? 'How do
you know?' 'Why was he scared when he saw
his face in the mirror?' etc

Interact with the learners and make them
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Answers to
comprehension
questions
Student
observations are
recorded in the
note book.

Attempt one

or Concept maps

appreciate the
passage 'The
fight'í

• After effect
of new
invention

analyse the elements of humour in the
quarrel between the fisherman and his wife,
which leads to the breaking of the mirror.
Teacher follows all the processes of reading
Children are able to read the passage
individually.
They can predict the meaning of words contextually
Ensures comprehension by asking questions
such as,
- What was the reason for the fight between
the fisherman and his wife?
They can reproduce the story in their own
word.

Retells the story Who will start the conversation first? What
in learners own will his/her reply be?
Will he/ she say anything with anger or
words
anxiety?
How will their conversation go on?
Express the
Teacher follows all the micro processes of
story in their
writing
own words
Individual writing Group refinement- Editing
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two strategies like flow charts
mind
mapping, Role play miming
concept
Retelling the story
mapping,
flow
chart
of events,
retelling the story,
miming, role play
etc. to ensure
reading
comprehension.

Student write ups
Performance

Write dialogues
relevant to the
context and
presenting
them.

Teacher has exhibited/used an apt teacher
version
Children have developed conversation based
on the given context.
They can role play the dialogues
Teacher has compiled the group product and
• Construction kept it as a big book.
a
teacher's
version
of dialogues in a Present
the level of the learners.
given situation. considering
Discourse
markers
and a variety of
expressions should be used in the teacher's
version.

• Develop a skit
by fixing events,
charac- ters and
writing
dialogues.
• Make a
presentation of
skit in the class
• Developing
skit on a given

Children have fixed the events of the story
They know who are the characters of the story
They have developed the script in groups
They have filled the boxes given in page 14.
They have written the review report of skit
presentations
Divide the whole class into 4 or 5 groups.
• Ask the learners to find out 4 or 5 major
events from the story.
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Teacher version

 Script

 Edited
version the
skit

theme and
presenting it.

• Ask them also to fix the location where
these events take place.

 Performance of
the skit by
student

 Let each group select the actors for the
characters. (One can be the director,
another can be the narrator, yet
another be the costumer and all others
as characters.)
 • Let them build up the dialogues
orally by blowing up the events.
 Go around and help them in the
group.

 costumes
and
properties.

 Encourage each group to present the
dialogue in their group itself.
 Let the groups refine or enrich the
dialogues themselves with, variety of
expressions, voice modulation etc.
 Allow them to write the script. Give
them sufficient time.
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 Teacher version
of the skit

 Indicators
for assessing
the
performance
of the skit

 Ask them to write the actions of the
characters within brackets.
 They may give titles to their skits.

• A member from the group may present
the written script in the class.
• Go for editing.
• Perform the skit before the whole class
with costumes and properties.
•
Let
the
audience
assess the
performance.
The following interaction questions will be
helpful.
Which was the best presentation?
Why?
• Which character
most? Why?

did you like the

• Who is the best actor/actress?
• What
are your
suggestions
improve the presentations?
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to

• Were you able to hear the actors
well?

Teacher follows all the processes of reading
'Magic mirror'
The children could understand the theme of
Read the
passage given in the story
They can visualize the events of the story
the extended
reading section They can give answer for the following
questions.
and complete
1). Why did Ammo and Arum decide to
the activities
explore the attic?
individually.
2). Where did they reach when they stepped
into the mirror?

• Fantasy
Sense of
imagination

Read and

Teacher processes the poem well Reads the
9

Student notes
annotations

and

Student shows
enjoyment in
reading.
Library facilities
are being used.

appreciate the
poem 'Mirror'
given in the text
book.

• What should
be really
reflected than
the physical
appearance ?

poem once or twice Draws the attention of
children to the repeated words
Learners could find out the meaning of difficult words
They could interpret the poem in their own
way. They could respond the questions asked
by the teacher They could add their own lines
to the poem
Read the poem aloud once or twice.
Draw the attention of the learners to the
repeated words and phrases.
 Let the learners find out the meaning of
difficult words.
 Let them interpret the poem in their
own way.
 They need not go into the deeper
meaning of the poem.
 Help them
by asking
interaction questions.

proper
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Adding line to the
Audio /video of the
poems
song
Pictures

Picture drawing
Wall posters
Collection of
poems

 Interaction questions like 'What do
you want the mirror to reflect?'
(smartness, imagination ,dreams etc.)
 The learners may add their own lines to
the poem.

Make simple
riddles on a
given theme.
Children
develop the skit
of preparing
riddles
Combine
sentences using
'and’
Two sentences
can be
combined using
'and'
Uses new words

Collection of
riddles about
mirror.
Riddle book of
student

Sample riddles
They could answer to the riddles given in
Page 20

Teacher has presented sentences which are
combined using and' children are able to combine sentences using 'and' They can identify
similar sentences from the text book They can
split the sentences combined with and’s into
two.

Worksheets
conjunction/split
sentences

Teacher introduce the poem given in page 22

New words list
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on
Note book entry

familiarized in
the unit such as
scarce, surprise,
grab ,reflect
etc. in
meaningful
contexts.
Undertake simple
projects like word
bouquet to
develop
vocabulary.

Use possessive
pronouns like
'my'
'his', etc.
meaningfully.

Use articles 'a',
'an'

Teacher could familiarize the words sailor, worn,
ashore, assure , grab, etc. contextually. They
could find out the meaning of these words
referring dictionary/glossary.
They could frame sentences using these words
and write in the space provided. (page. 22).
Reference skill
Children collect pictures related to sea and prepared a picture glossary.
They completed concept maps using compound
words.
Teacher creates situations to use possessive
pronouns
Children got ample chances to use possessive
pronouns
Description based on the picture given in page.
23
Children are able to identify the usage of
different possessive pronouns and could fill
blanks in the passage given in page 24
Teacher creates situation in the class to
introduce the articles.
They are able to pick out words with the from
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Sentence completion Note book entry
chart
Word bouquet
Dictionary
Project
Worksheets on new
Picture glossary
words

ICT-enabled
instruction
Worksheets
pronouns

Note book entry
on

Worksheets - articles

Note book entry

• Develop the
ability to
identify and use
articles
Edits the given
passage

the passage given and list them. (Page 25)
They can complete the given passage using
articles (Page 25)
They can use articles to complete the
description based on a given picture
Children could address different types of
mistakes such as wrong tense form, incorrect
use of prepositions, punctuation errors, wrong
sentence order etc. and written the corrected
version in the space provided.
 Let the learners go through the
passage given for editing.
 Draw their attention to the words
underlined.
 Ask them to make necessary changes
individually.
 Let them refine their works in groups
 Edit the passage through negotiation
as a class activity. The corrections are
as follows :
 Goes (went) - tense form of the word
(give options)
 Him (his) - form of word (give options)
13

Teacher version

Note book entry

 his
(His)capitalization(draw
attention to the first letter)
 a (an) - wrong article (give options)
between (near)-wrong preposition
(give option)
 with (and) -wrong preposition (give
options)
 to be loves (loves to be) - wrong word
order (Ask 'do you want to change the
word order?')
Unit
assessment

Teacher conducts unit test and gives feedback
Create a rapport with the learners for accurate
marking of the areas given.

Unit test.
Self assessment
format in TB

Test papers
Reporting to CPTA

Give enough support and confidence to mark in
appropriate columns.
Lead the learners to this page at the time of
completion of relevant activities/ areas as the case
may be.
The teacher can present this page at CPTA and use this
page to make necessary entries in the page 'My
Learner can'.
The page 'My Leaner can' is the track record of
every individual child. Take care to make necessary
entries then and there when the relevant areas are
14

Teacher assessment
on individual learner

Details of
My student profile
is maintained

transacted in the class. The page helps the parents,
and the teacher to assess the effectiveness of the
material and the process.

UP ENGLISH
Class 6
UNIT I- Rain of Love
Number of periods allotted: 25 , Expected Month. June.
Introduction .
The theme Rain of Love is a bondage of love among family members. The characters in this unit share joy
and a sense of belonging that strengthen the bond of relationships. From the families children learn
values behaviors and spiritual wellness. The 'give and take' in the family, builds up a sense of loyalty and
devotion among its members. The very title, Rain of Love explicit the theme of the unit. This unit
induces the learners to reflect their thoughts towards the life with present scenario. Love communication,
commitment, need for appreciation are some of the sub themes highlighted in this unit
My Life
With
Grandfather,
an autobiographical fiction by Cartoonist Shankar depicts an
interesting story of a happy family. The story takes a glance of the various childhood experiences
which a boy named Raja had in his life. The story is well narrated in the point of view of Raja. It speaks
of the originality of the family relationship and the virtue which bears in it.
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The Little Boy and the old Man, poem by Sheldon Allan speaks of the similarities which the two stages of
life- childhood and old age- shares. The poem focuses on the aspect human's need for love and care. The
need for appreciation and caring - an important human need which enhances our self -esteem and
good family bonding provide individual attention to the need of each person in the family.
Making a Mango Pickle is an exploration of the bonding between two siblings, elder sister Durga and
younger brother Appu. Their strong relationship encourages sharing responsibilities and even teaches
right from wrong. Their mutual love and affection shows how much they care for each other. This text is
exclusively for the learners to read and comprehend by themselves.
Ideas
/concepts/LOs
Develop interest
in collecting the
names of their
ancestors
Collect the names
of grand parents
great grand
parents etc.
Read and enjoy
simple stories and
understand the
essential elements
of a short story.

Process /process

TLM

Family picture
Complete the family tree in page No. in page Video clipping on the
No 9.
bondage of love
Chart

• Children interact for the questions asked
by
• the teacher.
Follow the process of reading 'My home'
Picture ,
 Picture reading – teacher interaction
16

Learning
Evidences
Competed
family tree

Family tree

• Reading Process- My Home
• Know the family • Individual reading
background of
• Collaborative reading
Raja.
• Loud reading by the teacher
• Scaffolded reading
• Understand the • Loud reading by the children.
name of grand
• Answer the while reading questions and
mother, the
post reading questions.
position of grand
father in the
society, and how
grand father
treated Raja as a
grandson.
Use Simple
• Get familiarized with questions starting
questions starting with What, Why, Who etc.
with What , Who, • Follow the process of reading and answer
why
to
questions like
- What was the reaction of grand father?
-When he was soaked in the shower?.
-Why did Raja select the place in the cowshed
as his hiding place?
• Reading process -Making a shower
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flow chart
Glossary page no 34 TB

Student notes
entry

Concept map
Teacher version
description
Description
I live with my father,
mother,
brother and
grandmother.
My
brother is a mischievous
boy. He is studying in
first
standard.
My

• Follow the process of reading and teacher
check the comprehension by asking
- Why did grand father lose his temper.?
- What presented Raja from coming out.?
- Answer to question in page 18
• Prepare concept map and description given
in page 19

Write dialogue
based on a given
situation.
Children observe
the picture and
construct suitable
dialogues based
on the story.

father is a loving person
and everyday he brings
chocolates for me and
my brother when he
returns
home.
My
mother is a very strict
person.
Our
grandmother is also
living with us. She is so
caring.

Prepare dialogues suitable for the situation
from the picture.
Teacher version
This activity is meant for developing a script
for a skit. It has got three parts.
1. Dialogue writing
2. Fixing the events of the given story
3. Developing the events into the scenes
of the script
.
The learner may be asked to write the
missing part of the dialogue. For this:
• You may ask the learners to go
through each pictures given in the text
18

Student
entries in the
note book

• You can ask them to identify the
incidents shown in the pictures
• Elicit independent answers from the
learners
• Develop a script
based on the
picture and the
story and narrate
it.
• Identify the
features and
usages of
Present
continuous tense
and simple past
tense.

Complete the events given in page 21
based on the picture in page 20.
After completion of the plots prepare a
skit
based on the story.
Children get chances for observing
sentence
patterns
with
present
continuous and simple past tense in the
story.
Complete the activity 3 and 4 in the text
book page 22 and 23

'The next day Raja narrated the incidents
to his classmates. Let's see how Raja
narrated it.
Let the learners go through
narration.

the given

Let the learners identify the actions in the
19

Teacher version
Script

Script
,narration,
short message
(note book
entry)
Sentences of
the same
pattern –
past/present

narrations.
Let the learners identify the time of
actions in the narration
Short message
• Writing short
messages.

Identify the message suitable for 'Sending
grand parents day' from the group given
in page 24 of text book
Write a message to grand
father in
activity 5
of page 24
Processes
Fix the events.
Mention the place where each event
takes place
- Fix the characters of each event.
-Write suitable dialogues for different
situations.
- Mention the entry, exit, positions,
movements
and actions of each
character.

Assessment
for script.

format

Page 22 TB

Greetings

- Mention the use of properties.
20

Self assessment
for improvement

Group activity
Teacher develops assessment indicators
in discussion with the students
•The learners are asked to sit in four
groups.
Distribute the events 2,3,4 and 5 to each
groups.
• Give instructions on script writing,
following the steps given above.
Distribute the events 2,3,4 and 5 to each
groups.
• Give instructions on script writing,
following the steps given above.
•Let each group perform it
Teacher
can also conduct
a
competition on 'Greeting Card Making'
in the class, based on the messages
given
(Assessment indicators developed )

card prepared
in the class

Assessment indicators
Indicators of a skit
performance
•Aptness to convey
them
• Stage sense
• Dialogue delivery
•Appropriate usage
of properties
• Suitable
incorporation of
songs/Choreography
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Greetings cards
• Read enjoy and
appreciate poem.
The little boy and
the old man

•The similarity
between the little
boy and old man.

• Follow the process of reading poem
• Individual reading
• Interpretation of the poem in their own
way.
Help them by asking
proper interaction questions
like:
What is the first thing which the
boy tells to the grandfather?
What was the Grandfather's reply?
• Loud reading by the teacher
• Let one or two from each groups to read
the poem aloud.
•
Children can read the poem
rhythmically and
22

Poem

Students
recited
rhythmically

Little boy and the old
man Mp3
Preforms
conversation

Enjoy and
appreciate films
Project work.

Unit assessment

• conceive the theme.
Answer questions in page 26 of the text
book.
• Complete activity (1) in page 26 of the
text book.
• Prepare a conversation between the
boy and his grand father based on the
meaning of the poem in activity (II) in
page 26 of the TB.
Teacher shows the film from the movie
• Film ‘Pather panjali’
Pather Panchali .
• Review format in TB Film
After watching the film teacher asks to
appreciation
Page 32
form groups and express their views in
the given space.
Based on their views teacher asks to
write an appreciation of the film ‘Pather
Panchali’ as assignment
Test papers
Unit test
Teacher conducts unit test and gives feedback
Self assessment format Reporting to
CPTA
in TB
Give enough support and confidence to
mark in appropriate columns in the page Teacher Pages 35-37 TB
33 of TB.( I can)
Details of
The page helps the parents, and the
teacher to assess the effectiveness of the
23

Teacher assessment on
individual learner

My student
profile is
maintained

material and the process.

UP ENGLISH
Class 7
UNIT I- Nature’s plenty Expected Month. June/July

Unit at a Glance
Poetry

Unit 1

• The Echoing Green
(by William Blake)

Fiction

•

How Far is the River?

•

A Snake in the Grass
(by R. K. Narayan)

Nature's Plenty
(by Ruskin Bond)

Poetic elements
• Rhyme
• Alliteration
• Visual images

1
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Non-fiction
• Nature's

Daughter
(News paper
clipping)

Extended
activities

• Poster making
• Class
magazine

Introduction .
The Unit is intended to instill in learners a love for nature and develop in them a mindset to explore and conserve it. The
learners will get acquainted with different words related to nature. They will also learn how to describe people and places.
The unit opens with a titular picture and a quotation by Albert Einstein. The newspaper clipping ‘Nature’s Daughter’ is an entry
text to the unit. It introduces the learners to Suryamani- a nature activist, and also sensitizes the learners about the need to
live in harmony with nature. The short story ‘How Far is the River?’ by Ruskin Bond describes the adventurous journey of a
young boy, who goes in search of a river. The poem ‘The Echoing Green’ by William Blake describes the expression of
happiness and mirth experienced by the young and the old on the arrival of spring. The story ‘A snake in the grass’ by
R. K. Narayan tells us about an interesting incident in a typical Indian village.
‘The Echoing Green’ is a narrative poem, taken from the collection Songs of Innocence by William Blake. It paints a
beautiful picture of nature and its pervading mood is that of happiness. The poet has skillfully divided the poem into
three ten-line stanzas representing morning, afternoon and evening.

A Snake in the Grass
(story by RK Narayan)
A snake enters the compound of a house. Upon getting the information from a cyclist, the family members and neighbor‟s go
in search of it. Dasa, the clever servant, tricks his employers -- a mother and her four sons -- into thinking that he has caught a cobra
for which the family has been searching in the garden all day. Earlier in the day, the family accuse the servant of being lazy and not
cutting the grass. They spend the entire afternoon searching for the snake.

Ideas
/concepts/LO
Process /process
s
Interpret and What do you see in the picture?
explain the
What do you feel about it?
picture.
Let the learners read the
quotation by Albert Einstein.

TLM

Learning Evidences

Free responses
Picture
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Need to
protect and
preserve
nature
• Feel more
confident
with each
other.
• Getting to
know each
other.
• Knowing
the Nature
writerRuskin Bond

Read the
story quickly

The teacher may ask them
appropriate questions.

Learner interact with each
other introducing their likes News paper clipping
and dislikes.
Table revealing their experiences
Involvement of the children in like “I could see, hear, sense-----“
the game.
• Children answer based on
the
newspaper
clipping
"Nature's Daughter"
• Fill up the table.(Activity 1
page No. 8)
• Writing a paragraph based on
the table.
•
Introduces the author
(Ruskin Bond)
Read the newspaper clipping
and elicit responses from the
learners.

Reading process {How Far is
26

Expression of
personal experience

Description on
nature walk

and get the
main ideas
and have a
general overview of the
content.
• Improve
upon their
reading and
will be
able to gather
specific
information

the River?}

• The
learners
guess and
understand

•Rearranges the jumbled
words and their meanings
and find the correct
meaning of the words

Dictionary
Student entries
Glossary

Proper use of
Individual reading (marked
describing words
reading) -Group reading.-Pictures of various objects/persons
Sharing ideas and clearing
mentioned the story
doubts.--Loud reading by
the teacher.--Loud reading
by a few children.-Individual answering
'While-reading questions'Checking the answers in
pairs.-Addressing the
LPL(Low Proficient
Learners)

Eg. Ferns , winding path,
trees wound in creepers etc.
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the contextual
meaning of
the words.

The learners
will be able to
record a
dictated text
in writing

•
Teacher asks questions like
What prevented the
boy from seeing the
river?
Why did the boy like to
walk barefooted?
How did the boy get a
chance to see the river?

Word games and
puzzles

Display a short section of the
text on the classroom wall or
table. Divide the learners
into pairs. In each pair, there
should be a Learner A and a
Learner B.
Procedure: Learner A must
run to the text, read it and
try to grasp it as much as
possible.
Learner A should dictate
what he/she remembers of
the text to learner B who
should write it down.
28

The learners
will be able to
improve upon
their reading
and it will
help them
find specific
information.

Micro processing of reading
text- pre reading, while
reading, post reading activities Reading game for sequencing the
(TT Page 60 to 62)
flow of information
Stand
order

in

Ask the learners to close the textbook.
The teacher may take a part of the text
and divide it into smaller sections. You
can select a group of learners for the
activity and let the others watch it.
Give a section of the text to each
learner. Ask them to stand in a line
according to the sequence in which the
sections appear in the text and read it
aloud.
e.g. Divide the text they have read into
six sections as shown below.
The path was steep, and the boy had to
run most of the time.
It was a dizzy, winding path, and he
slipped once or twice.
The hill was covered with lush green
ferns, the trees were wound in
creepers, and a great wild dahlia would
suddenly rear its golden head from the
leaves and ferns.
29

Student entries in
the note bookanswers of the
textual questions
and answers

Now, ask the learners to write
down the answers to the
textual questions individually.
Then, check in pairs and refine
the answers.
The learners It is important to stimulate the
will be able to learners’ interest by beginning
write small
with a few questions.
descriptions
Teacher version with
e.g.
What
are
the
things
that
the
boy
of place
might see after a few years?

The teacher may elicit from the
students how, by using the five
senses,
a
descriptive
composition can be made more
vivid and impressive.
The details should be specific,
enabling the readers to feel or
experience what the writer describes
while appealing to the five senses of
sight, hearing, smell, taste, and
touch. The details should be specific,
enabling the readers to feel or
experience what the writer describes
while appealing to the five senses of
sight, hearing, smell, taste, and touch.

Sight: colours, shapes, sizes, patterns
Sound: loud or soft, harmonious or
harsh, pleasant or unpleasant
Smell: sweet, pungent, pleasant or
unpleasant, aromatic or stinky
Taste: sweet, sour, bitter, burning, spicy,
bland
Touch (feel): hard, soft, rough,
smooth, hot, cold, dry, oily, sticky
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Descriptions

Student notebook
entries with
Sensory details

Writing the
thoughts
using
appropriate
language

• Able to
make proper
use of
describing
Words

• Able to
write
slogans

Able to write
posters.

Completion
of
the
activity 2,3 (page No. 13
&14 TB
Thought
generation
through
discussion
using
appropriate
techniques.

Thoughts

Teacher version

Descriptions

Worksheets on describing words

•
Description of the
tourist spot
• (Activity 5 (a) page no
14 TB and activity 12 B
in TB page 19.

Discussion
of
the
features of slogans with
students and they peer
assess their work.

Teacher
slogans

version

with

Corresponding
student entries

qualities

Features
•clear and appropriate to the topic

Slogan preparations

•well-organized information
• rhythmic; hence, short and sweet. letter. e.g. reduce,
reuse, recycle.
If the same letter can’t be used, try to make it
rhythmic.
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Poster/ drawing
/lay out / attractive

Activity 6 and 7 TB page
15 &16
( Poster)

Small
description of
a person.

Activity
8(b)Teacher
follows the process of
description
Describing
people
Elements
of
a
good
description:
Introductio
n
Paragraph 1: the name of the
person; when, where and how you
first met him/her.

Worksheet page No 16 activity 8 TB
When you describe someone‟s physical
appearance, start with the general features
(i.e. height, build, age, etc.) and move on
to the more
You can also add a description of the clothes
Description in the
the person likes to wear.
Eg - Kalyani is a tall, slim girl in her early
student book
twenties. She has got black hair and brown eyes. She
usually wears churidhar.

Main
body
Paragraph
physical
appearance
and
clothes
worn)
Paragraph
qualities

2:
(facial

3:

the
features

personal
32

Paragraph
4:
hobbies/interests
Conclusio
n
Paragraph 5: Comments
and feelings about the
person. The teacher may use
the information for
discussion.

Able to
organize the
basic
elements of a
letter.

The teacher can have a discussion in
the class about writing letters. The
teacher may inform m them of the TB 17 Activity 9
importance of writing letters, the Sample letters
different types of letters, the
relevance of writing letters, etc.
What do you understand about the first and
last sentences of the body of the letter?

Letter writing
competition and
display

Can you suggest a different closing of the letter?
Ask the learners to find out the key
information from the body of the letter

Able to
prepare a
magazine.

Teacher shows sample magazines
inspire students take up class
magazine work. qualities of good
magazine are identified and teacher
make use of the hints given in the
page 18TB Activity 10

Sample magazines
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Magazine articles

Able to
realize the
importance
of synonyms
Able to
realize the
use of
Adjectives.
Able to
realize the
use of
Prepositions
Read and
analyses
stories and
poems
• Enjoy and
appreciate
the poem .
• Learners
will be able
to identify
the use of
alliteration
and its
function in
poems
• Able to use
images in the
poem
Poems

Activity 11 TB –

Worksheet page no.18

“A word phrase which has the same
or nearly the same meaning as that
of another word”

Student product on
synonyms

Activity 12 A- 13 A 13 B/C

Worksheets and ICT enables class Worksheets
Picture reading and contextual room teaching
introduction of
preposition

adjectives and

•
Introduces the author
(William Blake)
• The learners read the poem
silently and answer teacher's
questions
•
Rhyming
words-Rhyming
scheme
• Reading aloud the poem 3 or 4
times
• Alliteration-Images etc. in the
poem
• Picturisation of the poem.

Why rhyming words?
Poets often use rhyme to bring rhythm or a ‘musical’
quality to a poem in which the words seem to flow
like a song. This may lead to an emotional connection
with the ideas presented. Sometimes, poets may select
important words to be emphasized through rhyme.

Student collections
of
Poems with
Alliteration/rhymin
g words/images

The teacher may read the poem
aloud or play the audio three or
four times with special emphasis
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incorporate
different
stylistic devices
Image
/imageries

and imageries

and attention to punctuations,
pauses, and rhyming words.(
follows the steps of processing
poem)
Elicit responses and lead the
learners to imagine a beautiful
morning. Now, you may ask them Alliteration
to comment on the title of the
poem and its theme. The following Alliteration is a stylistic device in which
a number of words, having the same first
questions may help them.
consonant sound, occur close together in
a series.
 What do you think is the
theme of the poem?
 Comment on the title.
 What idea does the picture
convey? The first stanza
begins with the line,
 'The sun does rise.' Compare Samples and examples
and
contrast it with the line in TT Page 17.
the last
stanza, 'The sun does
descend.'
 Comment on the expressions
‘echoing
green’
and
‘darkening green’.
 Do you think that nature
provides the same joy both
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to the young and the old?
Why?
In poetry and prose.
Alliteration has a very important role.
It creates a the pleasure of reading a
literary piece. poems attractive and
appealing.
Teacher helps children appreciate
poetic crafts.
• Images are words used to describe
what often is appreciated through
experience rather than through
reading.
• The aim of imagery is to recreate the
sensory experience for the reader.
• Many images, such as the „rising sun,‟
appeal primarily to the sense of
sight.
• But an image can invoke the other
senses too, as in a sniff of perfume
or a scratchy blanket.
Different types of imagery used in
poems
o
o



Sight- visual imagery
Sound- auditory imagery
Smell- olfactory imagery
Taste - gustatory imagery
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Read and
analyse prose
passage.
• Read the
story quickly
and get the
main ideas and
have a general
over-view of the
content.
• Improve
upon their
reading and
will be
able to gather
specific
information
• The learners
guess and
understand the
contextual
meaning of the
words.

Entry activity-Presentation of the
first part of the story

Sample texts
Reading
comprehension
with examples in
the note book.

• Pre reading activity- Predict and go
for
activity
• Reading process-Answering whilereading and additional questions

News paper
• Rearranges the jumpled words and
their
meanings and find the correct
meaning of the words

Books
Page 27 -28

• Reading activity 2 (work sheet) on
page
No. 73 TT.

• knowledge
about the
characters and
their
peculiarities
• Idea about
synonyms
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• Meaning and
usage of new
words
• Crossword
puzzles will be
able to help the
learners acquire
new words and
meanings.
• Help them
develop their
mental ability
and organization
skill.
• Learners will
develop skills of
articulation and
pronunciation.

• Activity 5 page 21
• Activity 4 page 21
• Activity 3 page no.28

Appropriate
student entries in
Charts and ICT enabled presentations
the note book

• Activity 6 page no.28
• Activities 7, 8 and 9

• Learners know
the meanings of
Idioms
• The learners will
be able to acquire
the
communicative
aspects of the
language and will
be able to use it in
practical
situations
• New words and
meanings.
• Finer aspects of
the language
• Stylistic
language
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• use of 'I wish",
relative pronouns,
collocations.

Teacher may help learners visit
The learners will
be able to analyse
the
communicative
aspects of
language and use
them in practical
situations

The learners
will be able to
develop good
articulation and
pronunciation
skills
The learners
will be able
to prepare a
script and
enact it.

The learners
will be able
to realize the
use of idioms
in sentences.

Let the learners get exposure
element of
conversational
English.
Let them listen and analyze
conversation .

Student collection

The teacher may help the learners to visit
http://lear
n.
englishkids. of tongue twisters
britishcouncil.org/en/tongue twiste
rs

where they can see, listen and repeat the
tongue twisters.

The teacher may ask the learners to Make a table of the characters and the plot
prepare a sample script based on the
story. The teacher can divide the Concept map
learners into groups. Let them read the Eg. Page 76 TT
story once or twice. The teacher may
help the learners prepare a small script
based on a portion of the story.

Performance of the
skit

Teacher introduces the use of idioms
with the help suitable examples

Contextual use of
idioms

ICT / Presentations

Stop beating about the bush.
Hit the nail on the head.
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Contextual
structure

introduction

of

the

“I wish……………”
The learners
will be able to
use the
structure 'I
wish.'

To introduce the structure ‘I wish’ the
teacher may say:
Ram wanted to be a guitarist when he ICT Enabled contextual introduction
was young. But he didn’t g et
Worksheets page 31 TB
any opportunity to learn it in his
childhood, so he doesn’t know how to PAGE 81 TT
play the guitar.
Ram says, ‘I wish I could play the
guitar.’ The teacher may ask the
learners to guess
the meaning of the structure ‘I
wish’.
The teacher may ask the following
questions.
What did Ram wish for?
Did he fulfil his wish?
Now, ask the learners to prepare a list
of things that they wanted to do but
were unable to do. Then, ask them to
rewrite it using 'I wish'.
'I wanted to learn acting but I could
not'- can be rewritten as 'I wish I learnt
acting.'
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Entries in the note
book

e.g. I did not g et full marks in
Mathematic
s.
I wish I
Mathematics.

Unit
assessment

got

full

marks

in

Unit test
Self assessment format in TB
Teacher conducts unit test and
Page 34
gives feedback
Give enough support and
confidence
to
mark
in Teacher assessment on individual
appropriate columns in the learner
page 34 of TB.(what I can do)
The page helps the
parents, and the teacher to
assess the effectiveness of
the material and the
process.
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Test papers
Reporting to CPTA

Details of
My student profile
is maintained
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